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Page 12 SPORTS

terson su~pended two games for DUI violation
"He's somebody we need to have to be successful this season," Samuels said.
Patterson will be allowed to practice with the team on a
Aaron C. Patterson, a member of daily basis, but will sit out the season opener Nov. 22 at
Eastern's men's basketball team: has been Northern Illinois University and the Nov. 25 match-up at the
suspended for the first two games of the University of W1Sconsin.
Patterson will be allowed to suit up for the Panthers home
regular season for violating team rules, .
Panthers head coach Rick Samuels said opener Dec. 2 at Lantz Arena versus the University of
Illinois-Chicago.
Monday.
"I always feel like when you hold a player out of practice
Patterson would not comment on the
that it hurts you worse than when you allow him to be
nature of the team violation.
However, the suspension could be in con- involved with his teammates," Samuels said
"He understands the conduct that needed to be addressed
nection to Patterson's arrest two weeks ago.
Patterson was arrested at 1:36 am. Oct. 23 and now the team has moved on," Samuels said.
at the intersection of Fourth Street and
Patterson is scheduled to appear in Coles County Court at
on charges including two counts of driving 9 a.m. on Nov. 26.
influence and driving with a suspended or revoked
Samuels said while recruiting Patterson this summer, he
acc:ording to University Police Department reports.
had no reason to be concerned about his behavior off the
discussed the situation with him fully," Samuels court, especially after talking to his junior college coaching
staff.
as a team, we've moved on."
"I'm trying to shake the cobwebs out of what has hapf.foot~inch Patterson was expected to compete for
power forward position to open· up the 2003-04 pened because this is the first negative phone call I've ever
The junior-college transfer averaged nearly 20 received about a former player," St. Catharine head coach
Kevin Burton said. ''We run a pretty tight ship here and I
per game and nine rebounds last season at St.
wouldn't have recruited a player if I could've foreseen someCommunity College in Kentucky.

thing of that nature."

According to Eastern's director of compliance Betty
Ralston, the university has the right to make its own decisions involving player suspensions without the endorsement
of the NCAA or the Ohio Valley Conference. Therefore, the
athletic department leaves the decision up to individual
coaches to determine the correct form of action.
"There is no rule involving sportsmanship or ethical conduct in the OVC handbook involving off-the-court behavior,"
said Kim Melcher, OVC director of media relations.
Eastern's Athletics Department allows each coach to discipline their players as they see fit.
"I think there needs to be a consistent form of 'yes, this is
going to happen when you endanger other lives,'" Eastern
tennis coach Brian Holtzgrafe said. "The kid has embarrassed himself, his team, and his family. But I think every
situation is different and the coach needs to really look into
helping the individual with his or her problem."
All the Eastern coaches contacted declined to dispute the
severity of the two-game suspension.
. "I think that's a decision that coach Samuels will lose sl~
over because people need to understand he was put in a difficult situation," said Frank Graziano, Eastern rugby coach.
•

ater bill drop box to be added to Union
By Kevin Sampler
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Students living off campus will have
another way to pay their water bill soon with
the addition of a water bill drop box.
Currently, students can pay water bills in
person at the Municipal Building, 520
Jackson Ave., by mail, at drop boxes at First
Mid Illinois Bank and 'Ihlst and City Hall or
online, said Scott Smith, director of parks
and recreation and interim city manager.
The idea of a water bill drop box being
installed on campus has been discussed by
the city in the past "during our strategic
planning retreats over the years," Smith
said.
Kyle Donash, chair of the external relations committee, has worked with Smith and
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill to install a
drop box on campus for students.
"It's more convenient for the students,''
Donash said. ''The city will get their money
on time."
Donash said the box will be installed near
the Panther Pantry in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union in a few weeks.
"It has to be in a secure location at night
time," Donash said and the Union provides a
more central location.
"Last year people brought concerns to me

about it," Donash said of students looking
for an easier way to pay their water bills.
Both Smith and Donash said a drop box m
campus will be more convenient for students and the city.
"It will help those students who do pay a
water bill and improve our water bill collecting process,'' Smith said.
The drop box would be checked daily by
employees of the water department and
installed by a public works crew, Smith said.
The box may have to be ordered by the
city, Smith said, because "I don't know if we
have one in stock right now."
A similar drop box in City Hall was
replaced recently because of security reasons.
"The old box inside City Hall was not as
secure as we would have liked it to be,''
Smith said.
Mollie Sundstrom, a junior elementary
education major, likes the idea of a drop box
in the Union, even though her roommate
handles the bill. .
"I just give her a check and she mails it,''
Sundstrom said. "It would be ea8ier if it was
in the Union."
Matt Leicht, a sophomore computer information system major, agrees with
Sundstrom and also lets his roommate take
care of the water bill.
SEE DROP
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Hearing set for
shooting suspects
By Carty Mullady
CITY EDITOR

paying water bills will soon be able to drop ~ their checks in the Union.

nate to provide forum
tenants and landlords
e-mail address formed by Student
will provide a forum for tenants and
to voice their opinions of each

IP'Connor, chair of the Housing
created the e-mail account and
have a Student Tenant Union Web
in 10days.
· account was available for pubWednesday, O'Connor said, and
· ts have been received so far.
the e-mail I received has come
ors asking questions about their
landlords," O'Connor said.
said the Web site will state the

purpose of the Tenant Union, the results of
surveys, and an online copy of the student
tenant handbook.
The thought of students· using the e-mail
address inappropriately or for revenge has
some landlords worried.
Sharron Turner has been a landlord for
Llncolnwood Pinetree Apartments for five
years and she is against the e-mail address.
"I'm not in favor of it," Turner said.
She is against the idea of the e-mail
address because students have other ways
to complain about landlords, she said.
''They have many, many options if they
want to complain about landlords," Turner
said. Those options include talking to city
building inspectors or going to the legal
SEE TENANTS +Page 7

filed in his absence.
Both Griffin and Lovemore are facing
preliminary aggravated discharge of a
firearm charges, said Coles County State's
Attorney Steve Ferguson.
Charleston police arrested Griffin and
Lovemore Oct. 24 near Domino's Pizza at
Seventh and Llncoln Streets on aggravated
discharge of a firearm charges, after 1514
12th Street residents were brought to the
arrest scene to identify the suspects.

A preliminary hearing date was set for
two suspects arre8ted Oct. 24 in response to
reports of shots· fired into a residence on
12th Street.
Marc D. Griffin, 21, Chicago, and Crystal
P. Lovemore, 19, 1151 Johnson Ave., a sophomore undeclared major, appeared Monday
at the Coles County Courthouse for their
arraignment hearing.
Six people were present in the home when
Local attorney Lonnie Lutz was appointed
as Lovemore's defense counsel and the two shots were fired, but no one was injured.
The Class One Felony charge of aggravatappeared before circuit court judge Theresa
ed discharge of a firearm claims a suspect
Righter.
Lovemore's preliminary hearing was "knowingly or intentionally" fired a firearm
into a building while aware people occupied
scheduled for 1 p.m., Monday, Dec. 1.
Co-defendant Griffin appeared alone. the building. According to the charge, the
Assistant State's Attorney Duane Deters suspect must also have discharged the
denied Griffin's motion for appointment of a firearm from outside the occupied building.
A conviction could lead to a sentence of
public defender, on the grounds that Griffin
probation or jail time, Ferguson said.
was able to post $3,000 cash bond.
Griffin requested 30 days to find an attor- ·
ney, but that motion was denied to ensure
the co-defendants' "cases are kept on track,"
City Editor car1y Mullady can be reached at
Deters said.
Righter set an appearance date for
Loislayne83@aol.com.
Griffin for Monday, Nov. 15 at 9 a.m.
She said Griffin and his attorney must be
present for the hearing and charges can be
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New telemarketer
not producing
fundraising monies
+Senate members to express concerns with
administratars
By Dan Renick and Tim Martin
STAFF WRITERS

The old methods of departmental fund raising, usually a phone

call from a former faculty member or department chair, has been

nixed this year in favor of a telemarketer, that in some cases, has
cost the university money.
Also, that process may potentially offend some possible donors
who might not be as willing to
give their money to people whose
face and voice is unfamiliar to
them, some faculty members
said.
Tuesday morning, a Faculty
Senate subcommittee will meet
with three administrators who
were involved in the proeess of
bringing telemarketing group,
Ruffalo Cody, to campus. The subcommittee, consisting of four senate members, and will report back
to the Faculty Senate.
The telemarketing company,
Ruffalo Cody, was hired last
spring and placed phone calls to
81.umni donors until mid-August.
Departments were given the
option of retaining the older methods of departmental fund raising
but those who used Ruffalo Cody
suffered losses.
John Henry Pommier, an asscr
ciate recreation adJninjst:rl!-ti.on.
professor, previously reported to
the senate one department suffered a 104 percent cost/profit
ration, meaning the department
lost 4 percent on their investment.
In comparison, Pommier said
his department had a cost ratio
between 16 and 19 percent in the
previous years.
.
Jill Nilsen, vice president for
external relations, said the switch
to the telemarketer was made to
upgrade the campus' "antiquated"
fundraising equipment. She said
the university's resources did not
include having a computer interface, computerized dialing or the
ability to track address changes.
Mike Brucek, Ruffalo Cody's
program manager, last week said
the switch to telemarketing fund
raising has a maturation process

and that "you have to spend
money to make money." Steve
Rich, director of Alumni Services,
previously said the telemarketing
generated approximately 20,000
additional phone numbers and
5,000 address changes the university did not have before.
Brucek said the lack of initial
profits was because they had
spent most of their time "correcting past mistakes."
Nilsen, Rich and Karla Evans,
executive director of development at Eastern, will be present at
Tuesday morning's meeting that
will include discussion of faculty
concerns about the telefunding,
overall fundraising and the goals
of annual fundraising process.
Also on the senate's agenda:
+ Tupics for their annual faculty forum, said senate Chair David
Carpenter.
''The annual forum is a chance
for willing faculty to discuss
pressing issues," C8rpenter said.
The senate will look at their
results from the forum and take
actions on issues from there.
Tupics that have been proposed to
the senate are: technology needs;
international programs; productivity; administrative hiring practices and ~a COJl\lllunity on
campus.
.• !\PPQin~ a first-.l_~.!D!m6et 'td ttle senate D~
Faculty
Award
Selection
Committee. The senate appoints
one senator from each year of
service to the committee,
Carpenter said.
Last year's winners of the
award were the late Dr. Luis ClayMendez and Bill Kirk.
+ Student Body President
Caleb Judy will present a resolution to the senate over concern
about the Board of 'Ihlstees
process with the presidential
search and the board's governing
laws.

Adminlstratioi1 edilDr Tin Mm1i1 can
be reached at noles_acc@yahoo.com
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By Dan Valenziano
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

Eastern will hold its first ever Commencement Fair
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Marty Hackler, commencement coordinator, said
the fair's purpose was to make the pre-graduation
process easier for students.
"Basically, what we wanted to do was to have a
place where students graduating this fall can go to
one place and get answers to their questions," she
said.
"If (8tUdents) can go to one place instead of fixe different buildings, that's what it's about."
'ten Stations will be set up to cater to alrnost'Mtf
facet of the pre-commencement process. The Alumni
Association, Bursar's Office, Career Services,
Certification Officers, Commencement Office,
Financial Aid Office, Records Office, Graduate
School, University Bookstore and the University
Police Department will be represented at the event.
''The graduate school will have someone there to
talk about advance degree coursework or any questions about going to grad school,'' Hackler said.
"The bookstore will be there. (Students) can order
(graduation) announcements, picture frames and
stuff like that.
"Financial Aid will answer questions about (students') graduation."

..

'

Although this is the first time for the ev
Hackler said she is hopeful it will be successful.
''Since we've not done it before, this is a new adv
ture for us,'' she said. "Hopefully we'll learn so
stuff from this (fair). If we think it's helping the
dents, we'll continue to have them."
Hackler said if this and next semester's events
successful, the Commencement Office will plan a f ·
for every semester.
Hackler said students graduating in Decem
aren't required to go to the fair.
"It's not ~datory,'' she said. ''We just want (
dents) to coine and take advaQ.tage of it."
Hackler Said more information is available
Eastern's Web site: www.eiu.edu/-commencel
The event is scheduled from noon to 4 p.m. Tu
and 9 a.m. to noon Wednesday. It will be held in
Bridge Lounge in the Martin Luther King J
University Union.
Hackler said the event is designed for stud
graduating at the end of this semester, but is open
anyone who wants information about comm
ment.

Activities Edltoi Dan Valenziano can

cudwvOelu.edu.
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Commencement Fair to ease
transition into graduatio11:

By Cerly Mullady
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Kyle Papp, a fr9shman education major, deals out cards dwing the UB event "Crazy Game of Poker". The game
Is part of the Manic Monday series, which took place Monday ewr*1g in Thomas Hal basement.

Why did the college student cross the road? Tu use
the new stop light.
Within the next few months, crossing Linooln
Avenue a~ Ninth Street could be substantially easier if
Charleston City Council approves a bid for installing
traffic signals at that intersection.
Mayor Dan Cougill said Illinois Bodine Electric was
the lowest bidder at nearly $106,000.
Should council approve the bid, they must also
approve a resolution dedicating the expenditure of
motor fuel tax funds toward the project .
"We're getting all of the 'I's dotted and 'T's crossed,"
Cougill said.
He said he is unsure when construction would
begin, but expects the lights to be implemented within three or four months.
"I don't know exactly when they would start,''
Cougill said. "In some cases bigger firms have materials on hand, but some don't and may have to order
before construction."
In conjunction with the project, a resolution to
change Seventh Street to a southbound one-way from
Lincoln Avenue to Johnson Avenue is also up for
approval.
Also on the agenda is a resolution approving an
agreement with Crawford, Murphy and Tilly, Inc. for
a portion of construction engineering services for
construction of the new water treatment plant. The
services are projected to cost $260,000.
''What we're doing is we've got designs done and
activities always take place after construction. Things
always pop up,'' Cougill said ''We want to sign an
agreement~ tile 4~ign ~to work with us
I

•

~

f

as we construct the plant to make sure the dra ·
match what we built and that it goes according
schedule."
A $.38,681 bid award for three new squad cars
the Charleston Police Department is also on the ag
da for approval.
''We usually try to get rid of our cars before they
to 80,000 miles," Cougill said. "So usually every
or so years we replace three."
Landmark Ford was the lowest bidder, he Said.
''This is our first year buying from LandmarlG
Springfield," Cougill said. "All of the Ford deale
the state apply to get awarded the state bid. Eve
in the state applies to get that bid."
"In the past, local dealers have met the bid
offered a lower bid, but this year Springfield was
under, so we plan to go with them."
Also on the agenda:
+ In honor of the Charleston Rotary Club's 7
Anniversary, council will vote to declare Nove
16-22 as ''Rotary Week."
+ Execution of a settlement agreement with
Charleston Firefighters Union, IAFF Local 3200,
firefighters injured in the line of duty who
become unable to continue their duties with
department, is also on the agenda. According to
statutes, the city should provide back pay on ·
ance.
+ Council will vote to authorize Phi Beta
to conduct a raffle raising funds for the Illinois S
Leadership Conference.

City Editor C8r1y Mullady can be reached
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Mick's musings:
Pro wrestler
bestows wisdom
By Gregory McElroy
STAFF WRITER

Legendary wrestler Mick Foley spoke Saturday as
part of presentation sponsored by the University Board.
"The nice thing about the lectures is the ad-libs that
come up and reacting to the questions, because a lot of
times the questions and answers segment leads to funny
stories," Foley said.
During his two-hour lecture, Foley shared stories
ranging from the first time he held hands with a girl in
college, his experiences with Jake "the Snake" Roberts,
a presidential commentary and his experiences in
Africa.
He is the author of such books as "Have A Nice Day:
A Tale of Blood and Sweat Socks" "Foley is Good," and
"Tietam Brown,"
Probably the most popular topic was about fellow legendary wrestler Al Snow, someone Foley tells jokes
about wherever he goes.
"I just started doing them a few years ago," Foley
said. "It was just an inside joke that the fans became a
part of. I think the fans enjoy hearing them.
"Deep down, I think Al Snow enjoys being the thought
of these jokes and realizes that it's good for his career
and I certainly enjoy telling them. If I stop getting a positive reaction from the crowd, I'll stop doing them, but
that just hasn't been the case."
Foley now only travels a week each month, but it hasn't always been that way.
''When I was on the road with the WWE (World
Wrestling Entertainment), we would be traveling 300
days a year, including travel dates, which I counted a day
of work because on an off day, when it took me seven
hours to get home, I considered that a work day," he said.
"But now I travel six days a month. And I try to volunteer a couple of days a week to kids who are less for. tunate and to tell them about the importance of reading."
After hiS lecture, Foley signed autographs and the
more than 400 in attendance were able to buy his book,
"Tietam Brown."
"I may eventually make a comeback," Foley said, "if
the right situation presents itself. I am not opposed to
doing a big match. But I wouldn't want to make a habit
out of it
"The trutn is I don't really miss it. I think a reason
why J ao11't miss. it is because I have the chance to do
-tbmgs fike this. Between these · 1eefures and writing
these books, I feel I have a great outlet for my energies."

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTOS BY
STEPHEN HAAS

Above: Mick Foley, best-selling
llllhor and former professional

...aler, speaks to a crowd of more
lal 400 people SaUday night in
h Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Lulher King, Jr. University Union.

Right Tr8vor Jones, 7, of Mahomet,
lllltches as Mick Foley signs an
IUIDgraph for him and his father,
.llck, Sabrday night in the 1895
of the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Unlwarsity Union. Foley stayed after
1111 speech to sign autographs and
take picbres with fans.

Class to study English-translated foreign reads
A new foreign languages class
g English translations of
literature with a focus on
c authors or writing styles
may be offered as early as the
Spring 2004 semester.
The class, FLE 4405, was
IPProved by the Council of
lcademic Affairs Thursday by a
lunimous
vote.
Foreign
guages
Chair
Stephen
eld said it was originally
lcheduled for Spring 2004, but the
llasing of Spanish professor, the
lite Dr. Luis Clay-Mendez, has
lltered those plans.

E

"The goal is to appeal to a wider
audience," Canfield said.
Canfield used a concentration
on German fairy tales to describe
the course to the council. If an
instructor chose German fairy
tales as a class topic, the course
would only focus on those type of
novels. Previously, the Foreign
Languages Department would
have offered a broader class topic.
Instead of German fairy tales,
the students would learn about
German literature in the 18th and
19th centuries, Canfield said.
"But we wouldn't cover just one
book, but one aspect," Canfield
said.
The course's topic will change

each semester depending on what
faculty member can teach it.
Canfield said the Foreign
Languages Department will also
weigh student interest before
deciding on the theme.
Canfield doubts more than one
translation course will be offered
each semester because of a lack
of demand, but that number could
change if interest increases.
"Faculty in a lot of cases are
willing to do this course," Canfield
says, "but a great deal of preparation is needed. And, to be honest,
most of us don't read (the literature) in English translation; we
read it in the-foreign language."
The class, which has no prereq-

uisite for entry, will fulfill a
requirement for foreign languages majors as one of three
courses taught in English, yet still
pertain to their major. Students
studying foreign languages at
Eastern can concentrate on
French, German or Spanish.
At Western Illinois University,
the state public university
Eastern sometimes gauges itself
against because of its similar
enrollment and resources, the languages department does not offer
classes dealing with English
translations.
Morris Vos, the Western foreign
languages chair, said such courses
are offered in other departments

such as sociology, history and
political science, but that their
mission "would be first of all in
the use and the development of
the target language."
"We have considered other missions and other emphases, so that
we have thought about the possibility of offering topics relating to
our field, but delivered in
English," Vos said. "And in the
past we have offered some courses in 'literature in translation,' but
those courses at WIU are offered
in other departments, not our
own."
Administration editor Tim Martin can
be reached at noles_acc@yahoo.com
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OPINION

Welcome to the real monkeyhouse
Editorial board
Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief
Avian Carrasquillo, Managing editor
John Chambers, News editor

Matt Meinheit, Associate news editor
Ben Erwin, Editorial page editor
Matt Williams, Sports editor
jfeastemnewsOhoell.com

EDITORIAL

Intruder
dismissed
too lightly

llllt1 Willlml
Sports editor and

semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily

Eastern News
Williams also Is a
a junior
journalism major
He can be rem:lied at
mmwllliams12200aol.

com

It wasn't something out of a movie, it was real
life.
AB reported in 'The Daily Eastern News last
week, a non-resident 21-year-old male was found
living in the Illinois Room of the Stevenson Hall
basement.
AB alarming as that was to many students, what
was more surprising was the lack of security in
the building that enabled him to do so, and the
lack of information provided to those that
could've done something
to stop it.
TM .lnWder bind
Understandably, a 21W
vmg In SteYeneorl
year-old could easily fly
Hall.
under the radar of housAlthough no one wa
ing staff and go undehurt. the fncldent
tected as someone that
could NM U'ned
didn't belong in the resiwane and lhe
dence hall for a period of i..nwork of them ~
time, especially since he hDu8lng oauld help
pll!lltf1l future
was living in a lounge
CICCl.INnQes.
that locked from the
inside.
More disturbing, however, is the fact the
University Police Department failed to inform
those that should have been in the know.
Individuals like Mark Hudson, director of housing and dining, the complex director, the associate resident directors, resident assistants, the
president of RHA and night assistants, should
have all been informed of the intruder as soon as
UPD was aware. If all of the aforementioned individuals were working as a team, this situation
could have probably r esolved rather quickly.
Hudson told 'The Daily Eastern News that he
was not aware of the investigation until it was
resolved. It's understandable Hudson did not
inform the average student who might overreact
and panic, but doesn't the average student
deserve to know most of all?
'That rationale has no justification, and should
be changed to prevent repeat occurrences or
future problems.
Luckily, no one was harmed, and, other than
minor theft, nothing else happened. But what if
the man was a violent sex offender or, worse,
another Anthony Mertz?
Mertz stalked and killed Eastern student
Shannon McNamara and was convicted of the
murder earlier this year. Because of past
instances like that, the situation should not have
been dismissed so lightly.
In all the chaos, some good has come out of the
situation. These positiv~s are increa$ed security
and attention to detail by residence hall staff to
prevent similar cases from happening ia the ·
future.

......
ouc s

The editorial Is the majority otnl'!ion pJ tlie
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If you are a person who
enjoyed going to a zoo as a child
or still enjoy going, then college is
just for you.
College has all the makings of a
zoo except for a rated "R" tag
attached to it and many of the'
attractions come to you if you
stand in the same place long
enough.
You get to see all the different
kinds of college zoo exhibits in
one setting on any given Friday or
Saturday.
For best viewing, set up somewhere along Seventh Street
because this is where the most
diverse group of attractions show
up.
.
The people I see can be split up
into separate groups - drunk and
sober. So let's break it all down
starting with sober subgroup.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: These
are groups of sober people who
travel in packs and start off sober
coming from their dorm rooms
looking for a party. Then, these
people make that same path back
to their rooms as one of the
drunks listed below.
Workout Bandit: There also are
the Workout Bandit sober people.
You see these people out running
around town getting a late night
workout with their head phones
on and a water bottle in their
hands.
With runners, there also are the
walkers who enjoy going out for a
cigarette or are accompanied by a
pet. These people can be seen any
time during the week, but must be
included in the sober subgroup.
Many drunks are accompanied
by an equivalent of a trainer at a

f ~c.~~i(\M

f o. per5o('I

"I one~ saw a guy
walking down the street
baring it all for anyone
to see. Well, I think he
may have had some
shoes on, but probably
just to protect his feet
from the bottles"
zoo as well. These students are
known as designated walkers and
are responsible for looking after
the drunk group to make sure no
one does anything too stupid.
Sometimes they fail to do their
job and try to get their friend to
complete the stupid act instead of
prevent it. It's the equivalent of a
trainer accidentally being
mauled.
And now for the drunk subgroup, which is usually the more
entertaining of the bunch, but can
be hostile.
Loving Drunk: First there is the
Loving Drunk. These people love
you no matter what you say to
them and will tell you how awesome you are.
Everybody loves a Loving
Drunk, and like a the monkeys or
polar bears at a normal zoo, they
just may be the best attraction.
Uon Dnmk: Then there is the
king of the campus, also known as
the Llon Drunk. This is a predatory species that likes to cause
havoc as it stumbles down the

street attempting to break things
or get into fights. Be cautious
when getting into its way becau
it may attack.
Let It All Hang Out Drunk: We
can't forget the Let It All Hang
out Drunk. These are the people
who like to lose some or all of
their clothing after excessive partying.
I once saw a guy walking down
the street baring it all for anyooe
to see. Well, I think he may have
had some shoes on, but probably
just to protect his feet from the
bottles the Llon Drunk broke on
the sidewalk.
Urination Drunk: Lastly, there
is the Urination Drunk. These
people stop along their journeys
to relieve themselves wherever is
most convenient whether it be the
side of a house, a tree or someone's car.
Sometimes you don't even need
to be outside to interact with the
animals, I mean college students.
I've been sitting in my house
when people either barge in or
knock on the front door. Within a
10 minute span, I had two group
of people I didn't know come in
my house.
One guy walked in saying he
used to live in our basement and
immediately gave himself a tour
to see how the place had cbang
since he lived there.
And then right afterward, two
girls knocked on the door wan ·
to. use the bathroom because they
couldn't wait.
So everyone, come out and
eajoy. You never know what you
will see and you rarely have to
far to see it.

Jlo.:t>~~~ --~----......
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YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Bush perpetuating wai; subjugation
As thinking people have
known all along, George W.
Bush and his criminal cabinet
are all mountebanks and
homicidal. Think for a
moment of Iraqi civilians
now victimized by a for eign
power rather than the home
grown one from a seed planted by the U.S.A. and England.
One need only look at
Palestine and see the future
of Iraq and all other Arab
states. Shocking!
Preachments from the
White House (now there's an
anomaly for you) "axis of
evil" and congress is lapping
UP the "lie" of weapons of
mass d.e&truction as both
scurried to beat the weather
.in order to start the war,
employing a Nazi-like blitz-

kreig that tried in vain to
engage a disappeared Iraqi
military instead found only
light civilian r esistance. Then
within a few weeks that king
of the "world's only superpower" dressed up like an Air
Force Texas Ranger and
stuffed into a too-tight flight
suit and declared the war was
over. Since then, all that
peace and stability has evaporated into an opiate haze.
Bush's ace of spin, Dr. Kay,
assures the nation that no
weapons of mass destruction
have been found "yet" and if
they are, you can bet your
last nickeJ they were plailted.
Cali,fornia Democrat
Representative Maxine
Waters got it right saying,
"intent is not possessielhi:~

For the sake of polemics,
let us project ahead and to
Bush's cohorts Rummy, Condi
and Wolfie and say they are
right and that the peace and
harmony to be wrought there
by those 40 or so Iraqi emigre
Chalabi et al, do work the
great signs and wonders of
our holy Bushian god toward
a Western market economy
and r epublicanism (mirroring
that in the U.S.A.), so pristine
it too shall provide every
man, woman and child with: a
job, a car, a bank account,

both short and long-term
health care, a college degr
and an old-age pension. Sh
hallelujah and praise Bush,
the father; Jerry Bremer,
son; and the Holy Spirit- our
Yankee dollar.
Now it is on to Cuba and
regime changes there. I'll
give you one guess as to
whose face will appear on
ace of spades of the new d
of cards.

Michael Strange
Charleston resident

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the e<f
addressing IQcel, state, national aod lfttematfonal Issues. They should be less tfian 2
and Include the authol'S' nam&, telephOne number and address. Students sh
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should ind·
their position and department Letters whose authors cannot be verified wi~ not
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit lett9fS, so lcaep It. co
Letters can be sent to The Daily Esstem News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Chariest
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umber of graduates sees a decrease in 2003
the number of
Tap 10 degn111 IWll'dad In 20m
individuals
graduating currently is also
down.
"Ifs my judgment that we'll
see it decline
this
coming
year as well,"
Lord said.
However,
two or three
years
from
now, degrees
awarded should
increase again
because of the
record-breaking freshmen
classes from the fall of 2002, 2,751 · awarded in Fiscal Year 03, a
incoming freshmen, and this fall, decrease of about 2 percent from
2/)27.
2002 and about 7 percent from
Some 2,644 degrees total were 2000. A fiscal year begins July 1 of

one year and
runs until June
30 of the next.
Of
these
degrees, 2,110
were bachelor's
degrees, 502
were master's
degrees and 32
were specialist
degrees.
The Office of
Planning and
Institutional
Studies reported
that
Elementary
Education
majors were
the
leading
bachelor's degree recipients in
2003, with 249 degrees awarded.
The Board of Trustees Bachelor of
Arts majors received 162 degrees,

the second highest number.
Others were as follows:
•
Family and Consumer
Sciences,169
• Speech Communications,140
• Psychology,112
A combination of 87 bachelor's
degrees went to Biological Science
majors.
Rounding out the most popular
10 undergraduate degrees were
English, Management, Marketing,
Physical
Education
and
Accounting.
Of the 534 total graduate
degrees awarded in 2003,
Educational Administration led
with 84. Fifty-three degrees .were
awarded in Elementary Education
and 35 in Family and Consumer
Sciences and 69 in Business
Administration (MBA).

UB, students pleased
with O.A.R. concert
By Dan Valenziano
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

DAILY

~A:STEIU,j

IUIJllS PHOTri BY S fEl>HEN

On, lead guitarist with Of a Revolution, plays an elecbic guitar solo Sunday night in Lantz Arena.

University Board's Of A
Revolution Sunday night concert
in Lantz Arena was a success by
nearly all accounts.
"It was the smoothest show I've
ever been a part of," said Joe
Atamian, UB concerts coordinator.
"It got the best reaction from the
crowd."
"For the encore, I've never
heard it so loud in (Lantz).
"I think (Spearhead) got it off to
agood s.t art/' ..i\tarnian said.
U Durir!.it' fht! Sfiow,I O.A.R.'S1•lea.d'
, _,,singel:..M8J!k1R~berge said, ''We'll
build as the night goes on so we can
all go home with smiles on our
faces.''
Atamian said the band held true
to their promise.
"That's honestly how it was," he
said. "By the end, people were just
going crazy.''
Mike Gahan, sophomore hospitality management major, said this
was the fifth O.A.R. concert he has
been to.
"It was the best (0.A.R. show)
I've seen, definitely," Gahan said.
"I just think they had a good
playlist and there was a good vibe
going around.
''Everyone was just happy to be
there," Gahan said.
Gahan said he was pleased with
how close fans on the floor could
get to the band.
"I've actually seen them in a
smaller venue," he said. "But (in
Lantz), there was room on the floor
- you pretty much couldn't have a
HUS
bad seat."
Gahan had a message for those
students who didn't come out to the

"It .got the best
reaction from the
crowd. For the encore,
I've never heard it so
loud in (Lantz)."
-Joe Atamian, UB concerts
coordinator

show.
"TheY: mis~ a ~~~ ~~o~ and
1>t'Obab1.y wotild'V'e enjoyed it
immensely," he said.
-"''XMSft Smith, a junior pre-med
biological sciences major, was also
impressed with the show.
"I thought it was really good, I
was pretty impressed," she said.
"My roommates are big fans, so I
went with them and I really
enjoyed the Show. I liked 'Crazy
Game of Poker.' I think everyone
went crazy.
"I'm not really that familiar with
(0.A.R.), but I liked what I heard.
It's not very often that we get good
bands at Eastern," Smith said.
Ann Tarasiewicz, sophomore
therapeutic recreation major, wasn't as pleased with the show as
some others who were in attendance.
"It was good; I really liked the
last song before the encore ('Crazy
Game of Poker')," she said, "but
I've seen a lot better concerts.
"I just went to see the show. I
didn't know that many songs. I'm
sure if I knew more of the songs I
would've liked it better.
"I didn't love it, I just liked it,"
Turasiewicz said.

New

EXTREME
Stusday

WANT MONEY

S1.50 Etreme Shots

TO FLY YOUR

S2.50 24oz. Miiier Lite
$1.75 Corona Bottles

WAY? ·

__

,__.........,._

S4_75 AU .s t-...,_,. 6 .....
BEYOND BORDERS (R) Daily 4:10, 7:00,
9:50
GOOD BOYi (PG13) Daily 4:00, 6:15,
8:30

No Cover!

RADIO (PG) Daily 4:30, 7:15, 9:45
RUNAWAY JURY (PG13) Daily 3:40, 6:40,
9:40

DJ Iru~p/ayrtof'40
Alt N~/:rrLoff1

Wooden Corona Ice Box
Giveaway I

SCARY MOVIE 3 (PG13) Daily 5:15, 7:45,
10:00
SCHOOL OF flOCK (PG13) Daily 3:50,
6:30, 9:10

ADVERTISE IN THE DEN
CALL 581 -281 6

TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE (R) Daily
5:30, 8:00, 10:20
BROTHER BEAR (G) Daily 5:15, 7:45,
10:00
Starts Wednesday
MATRIX REVOLUTIONS (RI
.~. 4:00, 7:00. 10:00
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udent honored
as laureate by·
Lincoln Academy
•Marty Ruhnnk receives
recognition for excellerwe

dsmonstrated in, as well
as IJegund, tlU3 clnssromn
...... O'Flmll

"His application wrote
itself, he is endlessly
dedicated, as well as
self-propelled."

STAFF WRITER

-fdnuldWllnt,IMlry .......

of Eastern's students
1'881ived recognition for bis
scmnpliabments Saturday.
Mmty
Ruhaak,
from
lal8'1 •s, was named among
_ . . .. from SO other colleges
dial were participating in the
Lilletla Academy of Dlinois stucltat lmreate.
Rullllk said he was nominated
ftr-tM award by assistant history
Edmund Wehrle. Wehrle
an e-mail about nominattllaalmior atudentwho met all the
One

_.._11"
_.INt

~of outstanding capa-

blitltl ia both ICbool and in serv-

ina tbe 1oca1 community.
Rubalk, a senior history major,

..W be WM acited and very honcnd to rec:ime the award.
M candklate, Ruhaak bad to
. . .N b . how he stood out by
llil academic achievements and

a

~activities.

Rllilllllk bad classes instructed
by Wlbrle during his sophomore
IDCl jwllor years. Wehrle said he
. . always extremely impressed
byttulmk.
"Bil application wrote itself, he
ii ..U..ly dedicated, as well as
lllr'flUP8lled," Wehrle said.
1tubMk said he received the stullureate. medamon, a $1SO
aimrJ award and a certificate
m11nwding his accomplishment.
Judy Barholof, executive direc1111' of. the LincoJn Academy, who
Nriewed eYery application, said
tMn _.. a total of SO colleges
parddpating.
'"The laureate was started in
l'1S. md baaon seniors who go
.... llld beyond the aven11e,"

--lllid.

Colleges qualifying for . the
award must be fo111'-year institutions with a d~granting basis
to it.
.
"In the end, the student most go
through a vigorous career of
involvement, both in the community, as well as in school," said
Barbolof.
Rubaak has been involved with
such organizations 88 Eastem's
Honors College, a Student
Government executive vice president, 88 well as the student trustee
OD the Board of 'lhlstees.
Rubaak is involved currently
with Phi Alpha Theta, an honor
society for history, and hopes to go
to Loyola law School after graduating from Eastern.
"It's just an honor that I won,"
Ruhaak said.

.

Teetering for turkeys

1'118 ceremony took pJace where
Pladdwt Abraham Lincoln once
... spob at the old Illinois
. . . CQitol building.

Don~t

let all of the leaves fall off
before you get your yearbo •

'

Yearbooks available NOW
~
@Buzzard

Questions please. call 581-2812
oming. soon .. jnfo on yearl?_99k g_rou
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TENANTS:
Student Senate Web site to
aid students looking for
off-campus housing
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"My roommate pays it and I pay
him because it's in his name,"
Leicht said. Although his roommate pays the bill at the Municipal
Building on the square, Leicht said
a box Oil'campus would be better.
"People are here on campus,
they're not going out to the
square,'' Leicht said.

Student Government editor Kevin
Sampler can be reached at k_samplerOhotmall.com

, a sophomore mathematics major, flips his cards over dwtng Poker Night in Thomas Hall basement Monday evening. The event was part
Board's Manic Mondays.

will be able to pay bills in more convenient locations

ent at Eastern.
er said landlords aren't
to respond to negative comlodged against them online
of legal reasons and will
up on complaints with the
paperwork.
not going to get on the
lite to defend ourselves," she
but thinks students do have
tight to complain if they are
treated unfairly by landr is also worried students
t

use the e-mail for revenge

a landlord who had to reptenants for loud parties.
aee them using it for more
· e comments than positive
," Turner said.
nnor said before any action
against a landlord, the
t Union would discuss the
· t with the landlord and
t.
will take several corresponto respond to the e-mail,"
said, which will help to
111re their complaint is legitWe will have to investigate
sure ifs true."
multiple complaints are
against a landlord and they

are deemed to be true, O'Connor
said the students will be informed
of their legal rights.
"ff- it is true, we will ttt=Q)
inform students of their legal
options and possibly meet with a
representative from legal services," O'Connor said.
If further action would oe needed, O'Connor said the Student
Tunant Union would issue a statement listing problems with a landlord and possibly boycott the property.
"I would like tenants to know
this could be a beneficial tool if
they use it properly," O'Connor
saitt.
Students and landlords can send
a concern or complaint to tenantu@www.eiu.edu,
while
the
address for the future site will be
www.eiu.edu/-tenantu, O'Connor
said.

Student Government editor Kavin

Man navigates Mississippi river
on plastic barge of soda bottles
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Consider it Marcus Eriksen's
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang of the river - a homemade
barge only a mother could love.
There are the 232 plastic soda bottles stuck in foam
and held togdtlter in al~ cages, and the captain's seat salvaged from a junked Ford Mustang.
Power? Of course, by pedal and paddle, thanks to a
paddle wheel jury-rigged to parts of a Schwinn 10speed and a Huffy mountain bike.
This so-called ''Bottle Rocket" is literally a wave of
junk, the kind of thing the 36-year-old Eriksen and a
freelance journalist along for the ride hope takes them
down the length of the mighty Mississippi River, home
to Louisiana.
"We both pray for wind," Eriksen, who recently
earned his doctorate in science education, said Sunday
while showing off his raft at the St. Louis Science
Center during a respite in their journey, launched
Aug. 21 on Lake Itasca, Minn.
Eriksen, hoping to make it to New Orleans by
Christmas, is making an educational video about the
trek as part of a series called "Mission: Science," having sought to make the trip on a boat made of recycled
material and show how human use of the river affects
its ecosystem.
The quesfs first half went relatively easy, given
that that northern section of the Mississippi is used
largely for recreation. From St. Louis, the river's purpose changes, and the two-person crew will be challenged by sailing alongside barges and commercial

Sampler can be reached at

ships.

k_sampi810hobnajl.com

Along the way, people have offered meals and
encouragement to the journalist and Eriksen. who during his second day afloat got lost, spent six hours pad-

dling and rowing and finally heard some voices from
three canoes of Boy Scouts and two troop leaders.
"I'm so glad I found someone!" Eriksen called out.
"So are we!" they replied, then equally lost.
The two groups banded together and, hours later,
found a campsite and the river's flow.
So it goes for Eriksen, who conjured up the idea of
the bottle barge a do:ren years ago wile serving as a
Marine in the first Persian Gulf War. He plotted the
trip then with another serviceman from Louisiana,
only knowing that soldier's last name.
"There was sand blowing in our faces and it was
hot," Eriksen told the Clinton (Iowa) Herald last
month. "We were laughing as we started talking about
building a raft and floating down the Mississippi River
until we got home to New Orleans. It was something to
take our minds off where we were."
Eriksen and the fellow serviceman lost contact
after the war, but Eriksen pressed on with his project.
"I got to thinking that life is short,'' he told the Iowa
newspaper. "Things change, like your health or you
get married and start a family, then you can't take off
for five months at a time. Now was the time to do this."
Suffice it to say, Eriksen has fans including Chase
Spain, a 7-year-old boy from the St. Louis suburb of
Florissant.
On Sunday, Chase studied the hybrid vessel trying
to figure out what it was, then finally asked, "You built
this?"
Sure did, Eriksen replied. Even traveled 1,000 miles
on the junkyard vessel so far.
Chase offered a response Eriksen perhaps has
heard before.
"Dang!"

The Ladies of Alpha Sigma Tau Proudly Announce
November 4, 1899 National Founders Day

1305 Lincoln Ave
21 7-345-6424
Open for Breakfast
Weekdays Sam - llam
Weekend; Sam - 12pm

Chicken Lunch 3 Piece Dinner

3 pieces of chicken
2 pieces of chicken
mashed potatoes & Gravy mashed potatoes & Gravy
coleslaw • biscuit
coleslaw • 21biscuits
Every
Tuesday
11am - 8pm

•
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HELP WANTED
Part-time receptionist evening
and saturday 12-5 pm, professional appearance required.
Please apply in person to Rick
Berg, Len Diepholz Cheverolet
Olds Cadillac 631 W. Lincoln,
Char1eston. EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/6
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED no exp. required, all looks and
ages. Earn $100-$500 per day1888-820-0167 x u171.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11n

HELP

WANTED

CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partnership with WESTAFF Is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our teamlll $7/HR WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303

$550 WEEKLY SALARY mailing

our postcards from home. No
experince necessary. FT/PT.
Genuine Opportunity. FREE
Supplies. Call 1-708-808-5182

FOR

RENT

(24 hOll'S).

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/3
Available Dec. 03. 4 bedroom
HIRING FOR SECOND SEMEShouse. 2 full bath, W/D, trash
TER: Part time and full time posiincluded. Close to EIU & nightlife.
tions seeking candidate for order $175/person, flexible lease, pets
entry. Strong keyboarding skills a Ok. 549-6120
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/07
plus, must possess excellent
communication skills, experience
House for 2004 across from camwith phone sales helpful. ·pus, 5 people needed. 345-2416
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/10
Scheduling flexible. Apply at
Scholastic Recognition, Inc. 5955 Apartment for 2004. 3 bedroom
near campus. Check 'em- out
Park Drive, Char1eston. For direcwww.eiuapts.com or
345tions call 345-9194
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21
2416.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _11/10
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS: Hiring for second
HOuse 4-6 people, 1 & 2
semester part time and full time · Bedroom apts. 2004-2005 school
positioos, proof readers/copy setyear 12 month leases 345-4602
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11117
ters. Must posess command of
English language and ability to
BRITTANY RIDGE townhouse
discern mistakes in text quickly available January 2004 for 2 to 5
and accurately. Experience with
tenants. Bargin price! 345-4489,
quark and/or pagemaker a plus.
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Scheduling flexible. Apply at
Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/21
Scholastic Recogniton, Inc. 5955
Park Drive, Char1eston. For direcLeasing for 2004: 2 bedroom
tions call 345-9194
completely furnished, newly
remodeled. DSL furnished. NO
---------'· _11/21
Bartender trainees needed. $250
pets. 917 4th Street 235-0405 or
a day potential. Local positions.
317-3085.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/21
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1122
Furnist:ied. 2 BR apartment avail
Searching for a job that works Jan 1. Close to campus! Off street
around your class schedule?
parking, trash, W/D on site, AC.
Ruffalo Cody in partnership with
Call 345-7286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/30
Weststaff has immediate long
term customer service I inside 3 Bedroom apartment 2 blocks
sales positions available. We from campus. $235 each ' peJ'.
offer: flexltife • 'setreHClllng( 11ia riionth'.- ~5~3!3~~ ·J '"'l ::HL ~ :,i:lw
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1V3
fun/professional
atmosphere,
Brittany Ridge: 4 bedroom for 4 or
paid training and competitive
starting salary. Call Now!! 3455 people. 2 1/2 bath, dishwasher,
1303 Weststaff eoe m/f/h/v
washer/dryer, DSL. Great floor
plan. Local, Responsive landlord.
----~00
$21 O/person 348-8886, leave
message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1V15
LEASING FOR FALL 2004-stu-

RENT

dent houses, 3-6 students, close
to campus, ex cond, parking
Included, NO Pets, 345-7286

.
1
~
.

~ r<~ Across f~~;en Hall

RENT

04-05 fall- 2,3,4 bedroom 2 bath
apts. new, clean, and close to EIU
345-6100.

---~-----~oo

1,2,and 3 bedrooms close to
campus. 4 locations .to choose
from. Call 345-6533

_________00

Exceptionally economicall 1 bedroom apt. with loft. Furnished for
a single or couple. $375 month.
For one or $430 month for two. 1
block north of O'Brian Flld. For
school year 2004-2005. Call John
345-8350
--------~oo
PANTHER PADS has 2 and 4 bedroom, unfurnished houses for rent
2004-2005. 1-2 blocks from campus. CLEAN and WELL MAINTAINED. No pets, 12 months
lease. Call 345-3148 or check us
out at www.pantherpads.com.
--------~oo

"Listed as top landlord for 2003 in
Eastern News!"1 Bedroom apts.
for August 04-05. PP&W PROPERTIES. 2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS 1 BLOCK, & 1 1/2
BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD MAIN
ON 6TH ST. 1 or 2 person leases.
Centrar heat & A/C, laundry facility; Trash service and off street
parking included. Perfect for serious student or couples. 348-8249

--------~oo

JUST NOW AVAILABLE: 2BR
UNF APT WITH STOVE, REFRIG,
MICRO,
CEILING
FAN/AC,
TRASH PD. 1305 18TH STREET.
$395 MO. PH. 348-7746.

Clean, nice, furnished 2 bdr apt.
available
for
Jan.
04.
Parking/trash incl., laundry on
premises, locally owned, by EIU
police. Call 348-0673 leave a
msg.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.oo
BUlZARD
STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available@ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,00
Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467
--------~00

------~--00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,00

_ _.________~oo

----~........~-~~00

2004-2005. 3/2 BEDROOM
HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
APARTMENTS. 1026 EDGAR.
348-5032

-'--
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1 Sacrifices
may be made
witfl these
&Social stratum
11 Suprerpely
softly, in
music

Classified ad form

16Hindu honorific

Expiration code (office use only): _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad:
Compositor: _ _
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due:$_ __

26"

0431

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11110
Female sublessor needed for
Spring. 3 bedroom apt, own
bedroom w/ sink vanity, low
utilities. East of Old Main
next to Joey's. Call Jamie @
348-9301.

"Reality" Spring Bre

2004. Only with. Stms
Thurs. Featu:red !in . ~ ~',
Real Cancun".MQ,Vie. Low
Prices, Free Meals. & Parti
before Nov. 6th, 2 Free Tri
for Groups. www.sunsplas
tours.com 1-800-426-7710.

3·--=B,....r.--=-A-partm--e-nt-,-n-eeds- 1
roommate, sink in room,
Millennium Place, rent
debatable. cail 348-9392.

'

28"1 see "

520nion's kin

face-

tiously

'

1

NATURAL FOOD
NUTRITION 422 Mad·
Check our internet spec·
@ www.n-f-n.com
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54Coupler

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

14
17

55Patio grill

29Lucy's landlady

58Certain plastic

31Spots on
dresses

60Choler

34Makes up
(for)
36Rouen's river

&&Nutritional
abbr.

37Peny
Mason's field

67

381nitially

17Celebrated
40Sugar Ray
legal event of
stats
1925
43Close, of
19Hither's partyore
ner
44"That's that"
20Tempting
46B.aggie
garden
bmaers
21Boot eamp
50Mrs.
barbering job
Doubtfire, for
23Gusto
one

~~g~Pi~thor

68Uncanny
70Methods:
Abbr.

71 Hint to the
start of 17-,
31-, 46- and
61-Across

DOWN
1 No-goodnik

3Mother
Teresa, for •
one

Dates to run: ------------Ad to read:

55
60

66
69
Puzzle by NMcy S.lomon •nd 0.11 Gnobowaki

2G.I. morale
booster

ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE

51

69Young 'un

4"1t's break
time!"

DEADLINE 2 P-111-. ~US DAY - NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to Qdl '11 ref\JSll ads considered Jlllelous or il bad CIStv.

Sublessor needed for spring • Stop smoking now! Co
semester. 2 bedroom single
the
Health
Educa
at Park Place. Call Tim at Resource Center at 581581-3496
to find
more about
.,.----=--------·1115
Crash Course to
1 or 2 roommates needed,
Smoking!
partly furnished house on
First st., $ 250/month call ATTENTION ALL G
549-64n
ATINGSENIORS! If you
=-=--=-::--:---==:---=-==-·11/5
interested in a yearbook
Must Sublease: Nice 1 Br apt your senior year, and are
close to campus. 1812 9th St.
sure how to pick it up,
$300/molea OBO. Available
to the Student Publica ·
immediately or for Spring
office, room 1802 B ·
Semester. Call 217-493-0878
Hall, and for only $4 we
=-===-==---..,----·l tn mail you a copy in the
5 BR House on 1st street,
when they are publish
campus side, needs 1 female
Call 581~2~12 for more infi
roommate. $200 plus split
mation.
utilities. Call 847-894-8863.

51 Final Four
game

caaillac"
(1988 hit)

Payment:
Check No._ _

30 cen1s per word first day ad runs. 1Ocents per word each consecuti't'8 day
lhereafter. 25 cenls per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each oonsecutiYe day alteiward. 15 word mililoom.

Traffic crashes claim
lives of more than 40,
Americans each year..•..
you buckled up?

SUBLESSORS

•

-.--------~00

The Dally Eastern News

Under classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8-4.

rooiWfidiisea Bbelllint1 1~nS. "'~ R~- 11reat, '1990-" Mustang - GT
cable internet hook-up$,~~i.bEl·b~"'(G::;Jlll ;"1}i~;fffiFi"i; '
1.Wl
bedroom. Washer !llfti Dryer fl'\iles,. .$3,000. Gall· Jotm at•(217) __.....,..,.....,...,..,,._...._,........,.....,~-..,.
hookup. 275-300 per person. Call
581-3691 or (708) 466-6548.
PERS 0 NA L S
345-0652
11 n
_ _ _ _ __ _ _00
Loft bed, fits room with bolster.
BUCANNAN ST. APTS, 1 Bdrm
Painted white, $75, will deliver1
Safety belts save an estimated
now available. FOR SPRING Call 618-238-4166 ·
9,500 lives in America each
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/11
2004. Call 345-1266
year. Buckle Up Eastern

15Gunning for

o

35&3

11122

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _w .

14Run-of-themill

Address: -------------~
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ Student: Yes o No

Time is running out!
your free flu shots at H
Service any weekday f

nished apartments. $290 per
person. 1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-

pus side needs 1 mitle roomate. $ 260 plus split utilities. Call 217-512-0482
11110
G==ir-:l:-w-an-ted--=-t-o-s-=-hare--=2"""bdrm
apt. 2210 9th, has balcony.
$275/month Call (773)218-

For 2004/2005 Nice 4 and 5 bed-

'

Name: _____________

00

Roo_m_m-at_es_i.,...o_r_3-=--=B=R=-fur=-·-

AVAILABLE JAN 04. NEW 1 BR
APT-Washer/Dryer, Stove, Refrig,
Microwave, Dishwasher. Trash
Pd. $450 mo. 117 W. Polk. Ph.
348-7746.
www.charlestonilapts.com
Available ·summer&. Fall 2004.
Extremely nice 2&3 bedrooms,
with one or two baths. Apts. and
homes.Washer & dryer included.
No pets. Close to campus. Uttlker
Rental 345-9267
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _o a .

Every hour someone dies
a crash simply from
buckling up .... Are you b
led up?

Roommates
wanted,
$295/month. Call Lindsey
348.1479

=-===---:---,--=-::-----·l tn
3 BR. Apt. 7th street cam-

~~....,.,..------~oo

2004-2005 3 bdrm furnished apt.
Central air, garbage disposal,
laundry on premise. 1521 1st
345-5048

ROOMMATES

Girt wanted to share 2 bdnn apt.
$260/month trash and water
included. 1111 2nd next to the
park. Call 348-5427

--------~00

2004-2005 2 bdrm furnished
townhouse. Central Air, garbage
disposal, laundry on premise.
1521 1st. 345-5048

ROOMMATES

-----~--~00

ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring 2004
and Fall 2003 semesters. Call
346-3583

2004-2005 1 & 2 Bdrm furnished
apts. Trash & water paid. 10 mo.
lease. No pets. 345-5048.

ACROSS

··

FOR

llrt~tbtlorklimel
Crossword

Lincolnwood Pinetree
Apartments

Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments
• Lots of space
• Swimming pool
• Volleyball court

FOR

5Coaster
&Feline fancy

11 Hitchcock
classic

12French novel- 35Galley notaist Marcel
ti on
13Painted ·
39Personal
ponies
faults
18"You betcha!" 40Gambling
game
22Walk in water

A 3 >I N O

n

, v n s n

s

J. N

9Spree
Stanley
ttirdner

·10 ·

o. s • ·

48Poo,eed persons plaint
49Cuts off
53General Mills
cereal
56Number
crunchers,
for short

23Gusto

41Sow's squeal

5~"0_Nig

24Blues singer
James

42Eyelid infection

59Hightailed it

7Congo's con- 25Air
tinenl: Abbr.
27w0ver my
dead boay!"
8Perfectionist
1 Y I l:f l

33Play:vvright
Chekhov

30Tilted, once
32Part of
S.W.A.K.

43Laos's locale

62"Are we th

- ?"

45San
Francisco,
Oakiand, etc.

63Suffix with
west

46Casual top

65Get the pie..:
tu re

470ddball

64[as printed]
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preme Court passes up chance Second student
convicted in high
review free-speech case
GTON (AP)

The Supreme Court refused

tD block a lawsuit over a magazine's critical safety

lbout the Suzuki Samurai, a defeat for news organilbat wanted the court to clarify protections for jourwarn about dangers from products.
declined without comment to consider whether
against the publisher of Consumer Reports magbe stopped. The magazine had labeled the
•llllllCC~ptable in 1988 because of potential rollovers.
Union, which reports on the safety of products
from child safety seats to lawn mowers, argued that
court ruling in its case will silence journalists who
tion about dangerous products but fear costly
Motor Corp. says the magazine set out to discredit
· e sport utility vehicles, known affectionately
owners as "little mud bugs," to make headlines and
panel of the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
SUzuki should have a chance to argue to a jury that
· e rigged the testing of the vehicle and acted
to damage Suzuki's reputation.
reme Court refused to review that decision.
is known for protecting First Amendment freerilbts. The latest case asked whether judges should
tly review evidence in libel cases before trial,
expensive proceedings if there is insufficient proof
statement was made with actual malice.
IP'OllPS including The Associated Press had urged
ID review the case, arguing that the public has been
over the years by reports on the dangers of smokfast food, among others.
court intervention, ''virtually any product evaluaat risk and this valuable journalistic genre is serious-

acher' s strike
ds in Rockton

ly compromised," the groups told the court in a filing.
The Samurai was first sold in the United States in the mid1980s but sales plunged after the 1988 magazine report and
other news accounts of possible dangers. The 1995 model
was its last.
Carter Phillips, one of the Washington attorneys representing the carmaker, said that Consumer Reports employees designed their road tests to get the Samurai to tip, and
cheered when the vehicle did so. He said the magazine then
used its reports to make money, in fund raising and subscription drives. Suzuki did not sue after the original report,
but it did claim ''product disparagement" in a 1996 lawsuit in

school hazing

SKOKIE (AP) - A teenager charged fu the violent hazing
of other high school students last May was found guilty of
misdemeanor battery Monday by a Cook County judge.
Judge TI.mothy Chambers sentenced Gina Mengarelli, 18,
to one year of court supervision, 40 hours of community
service, and ordered her not to have any contact with her
two victims, according to Tum Stanton, spokesman for the
Cook County State's Attorney's Office. Mengarelli has
already performed the community service, Stanton said.
The verdict and sentence came after a brief bench trial in
California.
Jim Guest, president of Consumers Union, said the Skokie. Stanton said Mengarelli testified that she did not
Supreme Court did not address the merits of the case. "But kneel on one girl, and pull the hair of another girl and push
we believe it hurts consumers to let the 9th Circuit ruling her to the ground as prosecutors alleged and, he said, as a
stand with its chilling effect on those who report about safe- videotape of the incident shows.
Mengarelli was one of 16 students charged after the May
ty and health." he said.
Suzuki's managing counsel, George F. Ball, said the court's 4 hazing incident in a forest preserve. The incident involvaction "supports the principle that the First Amendment ing students at Glenbrook North High School gained interprotects honest reporting, but it does not protect publishers national attention when videotapes were played on televifrom a jury trial where there is evidence that the publisher sion showing senior girls pummeling junior girls in a muddy
field, and dumping buckets of urine, hair, animal entrails
knowingly deceived its readers."
The case is Consumers Union v. Suzuki Motor Corp., 03- and other filth on them.
281.
In all, 15 of the students have been convicted of· misdeAlso Monday, the Supreme Court refused to protect a Dow. meanor battery or alcohol charges stemming from the haz•
Chemical-owned company from damages in asbestos law- . ing.
1Wo parents were also charged in connection with the
suits in West Virginia. Last October, a jury found Union
Carbide liable for exposing workers to asbestos for more incident. The mother of one of the students pleaded guilty to
than 35 years. The company was trying to stop a second providing alcohol to minors. Another parent is awaiting trial
phase, in which mini-trials will be held to determine dam- on a charge of allowing her home to be used for underage
ages. Company lawyers argued that West Virginia's system drinking, according to the state's attorney's office.
of handling large asbestos cases is unconstitutional.

Governor su:Qports idea of
advisers disclosing finances

CHICAGO (AP) - Gov. Rod Blagojevich supports the idea
(AP)-After three weeks on strike, teachers at of requiring his unpaid advisers to publicly disclose their
High School agreed to a contract Monday that finances, a spokeswoman said
send students back to school Tuesday.
Spokeswoman Angelynne Amores, however, would not
that was left after teachers voted to ratify the tenta- . say whether the governor would endorse such a requirement reached the night before by union represen- ment for his advisers Chris Kelly, John Wyma and David
and the school board was the school board's vote Wilhelm.
"We can't get into specifics just now, but the governor
for Monday night to approve the ratified conapproves of the concept," she said Sunday.
Senate Republicans want influential advisers to the govratified the contract and we're going back to school,"
Adams, president of die Hononegah Education ernor to disclose their finances as part of the effort to pass a
n.
new, comprehensive governmental ethics plan during the
details of the agreement were immediately released.
legislature's fall veto session that starts this week.
Although Blagojevich's Democratic administration supkey issue that kept students out of school since Oct.
the teachers' work schedule. Union officials con- ports the notion of disclosure, the governor considers the
tbat their contract called for teachers to teach five Senate Republican proposal too broad, said Susan
a day and have two planning periods. But a handful Lichtenstein, Blagojevich's general counsel.
"The governor doesn't have a problem with the co'ncept
at the school taught six classes, and the union
ed that the district was working toward having that people outside of government who are playing a role
llldlers add a class to their schedules.
have to file disclosures, but you have to be careful how you
they said, would hurt the quality of education and draft it not to include anybody who's just bending his ear,"
.
financially strapped district to release as many as she said
Blagojevich will offer a counterproposal to the GOP plan
in the 1,600-student, one-school Hononegah that calls for economic disclosure filings from advisers
District bad been working without a contract since specifically tapped for their roles by elected officials,
Lichtenstein said
Republican leader Frank Watson of Greenville has said

he's concerned about potenial conflicts of interest that might
develop from advisers that have influence with Blagojevich
on state policies.
Among those cited by Republicans is Kelly, a wealthy
roofing contractor who has represented the administration
in talks with the Illinois Gaming Board, and Wiihelm and
Wyma, two longtime Blagojevich loyalists who have a say in
policies and personnel in the governor's administration.

''

We can't get into specifics just

rww, but the governor
approves of the concept.
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dtrip airline tick15 International
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Rica, Caribbean hot
more. Why go with
. Limited offer. Commission rep
also available. 8007. www.studentex-
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AND SPRING
BREAK SKI AND BEACH
TRIPS ON SALE NOW!
www.sunchase.com OR CAIL
1-lm-SUNCHASE TODAY!

WINTER
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ACT NOW! Book 11 people,

get 12th trip free. Group discounts for 6+ www.springbreakdiscounts.com or 800838-8202
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3 destinations! Go
r&capulco, Party in
, ctr' get crazy in
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Organize a group
• for FREE. Book
re it's too late! Call
25
or

CITY LIMITS RESTAURANT: Parents Weekend,
Friday and Saturday buffet
and salad bar. Students
bring parents. Show I.D and • B
ND CKS
00
0
receive 10o/o on entire bill!
Full menu and specials also
available. Beer, wine, and
cocktails.
_ _ _ _ __,1(}'\0
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
110% Best prices! Cancun,
Acapulco,
J amaica,
Bahamas, Florida. Book
NOW and receive FREE
meals & parties. Campus
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Guillen back with White Sox as manage
By NANCY ARMOUR
AP SPORTS WRITER

CHICAGO (AP)- Ozzie Guillen was certain
he was the right person to be the new manager of the Chicago White Sox, regardless of
what his resume did or didn't say.
'l\vo hours into his first interview, White
Sox general manager Kenny Williams agreed.
"The passion, the commitment, the energy,
the game knowledge, the aggressive attitude," Williams said Monday in introducing

Guillen as manager of the team where he
spent 13 years of his 16-year car~r.
"He bleeds White Sox baseball. There is no
doubt in my mind that he is going to provide
something here we d~'perately need. A jolt, if
you will."
When Williams fired Jerry Manuel on
Sept. 29 in the wake of the White Sox's colossal meltdown, he was certain he wanted a
manager with experience. Someone who'd
been to the postseason, maybe even the
World Series.

Former Toronto manager Cito Gaston was
believed to be an early favorite, and Williams
said he talked to Tom Kelly and Jim Leyland
to see if either had interest in getting back
into baseball.
· But then came Guillen. He just retired in
2000, and his only experience was as a coach,
the last two years as third base coach for the
World Series champion Florida Marlins.
Williams set aside four hours for their
interview, never thinking he would need more
than that.

"By the time that second hour
Williams said, "I was convinced he was

guy."
Though Williams' mind was already
up, he brought Guillen back for a
interview. He offered him the job S
night, and Guillen signed a two-year con
with an option for a third year Monday.
"It's an honor for me," Guillen said "It
me a little while to get back and wear this
form. Hopefully it'll be the last uniform I
wear."

Four players inducted into hockey hall of fam
TORONTO
(AP)
Pat
LaFontaine was inducted into the
Hockey Hall of Fame on Monday
after starring for the New York
Islanders, Buffalo Sabres and New
York Rangers in a career cut short
by concussions.
He entered the shrine with
Grant Fuhr, one of his Buffalo
teammates and the first black player to enter the hall. Detroit Red
Wmgs owner Mike Ilitch and ama-

teur coach Brian Kilrea joined the
hall in the builders' category.
'"lb be here with these three
guys, I feel like the luckiest guy in
the world," LaFontaine said after
the four received rings and blazers.
LaFontaine scored 468 goals,
getting 40 or more in six consecutive seasons, and assisted on 545.
He was on the U.S. team that won
the 1996 World Cup and played in

the Olympics in 1984 and 1998. A
head injury on March 16, 1998,
ended his career.
"Guys who have gone through
postconcussion syndrome will tell
you it changes your perspective on
life," LaFontaine said. "You don't
have as much control as you think
you do.
''You reflect and you learn to
appreciate the little things ... and
truly embrace what you have."

LaFontaine and Fuhr were
Sabres teammates from 1993-95.
Fuhr earned five Stanley Cup rings
with the Edmonton Oilers. He had
a great glove hand and supplied the
big-moment saves.
Fuhr plays down the racial significance of his entry to the hall in
deference to Willie O'Ree. In 1957,
O'Ree became the NHL's first
black player and is now involved in
the league's minorities programs.

"Having got to know Willie
all the things Willie werit
by the time I got to play all
doors had been opened," Fuhr
"I was just another player by
time I got there."
Ilitch bought the Red Win
terrible team with only 2,100
son ticket holders, for $8 ·
and turned it into a threeNHL champion, spawning
Hockeytown culture.

NBA: HOUSTON 98, CHICAGO 66

Rockets blast off early against Bulls
CHICAGO (AP)- Steve Francis scored
19 points to lead the Houston Rockets to a
98-66 rout of the Chicago Bulls on
Monday night.
.
Cuttino Mobley added 14 points and
Yao Ming had 12 points and seven
rebounds for the Rockets, who forced the
Bulls into 19 turnovers and held them to
just 'II percent shooting.
Jamal Crawford led the Bulls with 19
points, and Tyson Chandler had 14 points
and 17 rebounds. It was the third blowout

loss already this season for Chicago. The
Bulls lost to Washington at home by 25 in
their opener and got beat at Milwaukee
by 30 on Saturday.
Chicago (1-3) was never in this game as
the Rockets got off to a quick start, taking
a 16-5 lead on Jim Jackson's jumper,
which ignited the first set of boos from
the United Center crowd.
The Bulls had a number of defensive
lapses in the first half. Houston extended
its lead to55T.~at:the~;whfl. Chandler

bit on a Scott Padgett's pump-fake and
drove to the basket for an easy dunk.
Jalen Rose missed a short jumper with
4:30 left, which triggered a loud chorus of
boos. Rose was 2-of-9 with five points.
Bostjan Nachbar hit back-to-back 3pointers for Houston. He closed out the
third quarter with a 3 and started the
fourth with another to give Houston an
8048 lead, tying for its largest lead.
Nachbar was 4-for-4 from 3-point
range and finished with 12 points.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Billy Wagner ,que11 .
Houston ownership's commitment to wmrung1
won't have those problems with the Philade '
Phillies.
The All-Star closer was traded Monday from
cost-cutting Astros to the Phillies for rightBrandon Duckworth, and minor league right-ban
Thylor Buchholz and Ezequiel Astacio.
Wagner, a three-time All-Star, goes from one
baseball's best bullpens to among its worst.
Phillies converted just 33 saves in 51 opportuniti
Jose Mesa and Mike Williams both faltered.
"Pm excited about coming to Philadelphia
they obviously have made a commitment to
cllampiOQSb,ip," Wagner said.

DON'T LET THAT HOUSE OR APARTMENT
GO UNRENTED !!!!!!
ADVERTISE IN THE HOUSl·NG
GUIDE NOVEMBER 13
FULL PAGE AD $600
HALF PAGE AD $300
QUARTER PAGE AD $.150
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ther one bites the dust
fall in Panther's

-u,t West.ernKenl:udqJ
~amae Eallern's single with four tint baJf tries in •
apinst Western Kentucky

....7th try ofthe ~and

bealB tbe mark of 14 tries and
........ by Mary Archer last - 80 time tying the record

with

try of the pme just 28 sec-

onds into the pme. She picked up the ball after
Eastern stole the opening kickoff to put Eastern
antopS-0.
Within 10 minutes of F.astem's first score, the
Panthen bad already climbed to a 24-0 lead
with tries from Archer, Ponce and Amber
Lopclon. Jamie Buenzow also completed two
conversHios.
Eastern continued to build its lead after
Robyn Harris scored her first collegiate try
halfway through the baJf. Pmce then added two
more tries with two Buemow cmversions to
live Eastern a 4S-O first baJf lead. .
After a high-scoring first half from the
Panthers, they would mly tack on one more try
from Katie Folliard, which was also her first col-

ball with 87 auists and bas 20 of
the Ramblers 168 service aces.
"Jorie Miguel really keys the
Ramblers good right side,"
1'111111111.. Yid. "We have to contain
....... ..., the Ramblers BOOd

_.._..

1-m Hol>rook is the best of

Jegiate try. Buemow kicked in her sixth conver·
sion in eight attempts for a final score of 52-0.
Buem.ow's six conversbls brought her to~
48 on the aeaam, which beats her own singleseuon record of 23.
Folliard and Harris picked up their offense
with the absence of senior Becky Carlson, who
sat out with an injury.
For the second coosecutive week. senior captain Kate 1llake sat out and was replaced by
Brittany Brown, who filled in nicely with six
tackles to lead the team. Desi Penceand Marlise
Davidson each added five tackles.
Eastern will pJay its final game of the season
this weekend against the North Carolina Thi'
Heels at Furman University.

tear of Jate. The middle bitter bas
bad hitting percentages over .SOO
the last two matches and for the
season leads Panther regulars with

"We're going through a
iough stretch of the
season ..."

a .241 percent.age.

111111111 . . . .

1.GIJ*'s lll'CJlll aetten. 1be jmdor

fllDm Tnclt-apolis, Ind., WU
Dlllll8CI 1P die 2002 All-Horizon
1.-pe 'DlmL 1bat honor came ooe
aeuon after Holbrook 'Wllll aeleCted
as the 2001 Horizon League
Newcomer of the Year. Holbrook
hasn't let up this 8elUIOll with totals
of 9'5 asli8ts and an average of
11.S per pme.
On the Panthers' side, expect

another 8olid game from junior outside bitter F.rica Gerth. Over the
lut three games, Gerth bu averaged over 17 kills including a
careel'-bigh 29 in the Panthers f~
game vicbJry apinst 'nmnessee
Martin.
Gerth'& temnmate in the middle,
Shanna Rmer, has also been on a

The match will be the Panthers
last against non-conference <>Pl»"
nents. Eastern bu struggled
against mama out of the ovc with
a 4-12 record, but Winkeler said the
team is looking forward to the
match.

"We're going through a tough
stretch of the aeuon, but it's good
to make the trip to the
Cbicago1and." Winkeler ..00. "A Jot
of our kids know their pJayers so
we have a rivalry with them, but it
should be a fun match."

Spoo won't give up
CONTINUED FROM PASE 12

If Panther fans think this season means nothing to the playel's; aat lellior inside-linebacker Fred Miller. Miller has
suffered a severely sprained
knee and bas been rehabbing
the knee nonstop in the attempt
to suit up for his final home
game at O'Brien Stadium versus Samford.
Don't tell him the season
doesn't matter because if Miller·
is able to suit up in the blue and
white again, nobody will
remember the record of the
2003 Panthers 20 years from
now. However, I'm sure coach
Spoo won't be afraid to mention
how one of his captains came
back from a season-long injury
in less than two months.
When broken down to the last
degree, that's what collegiate
sports is all about.
Disregarding what athletic
directors believe, it's not about
winning and losing. It's about
athletes understanding they
represent something bigger
than themselves.
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Panthers
won't phone
in last three
Wi&b nothing left to lose,
t.tlJall team can now
to the Panther faithful
_. essential qualitr ~tile football field.
will attempt to pin
pride than the football
....... bu ever obtained.
it or not, the
. . . .rs still have a say on

111111•

. - . i . - Obie Valley

Qlldlllm4:e will be won. This
• - • a pair of title con- .
•dsa will be forced to 10
ttlr9lilh head coach Bob
lfpoe md company in the
diliill two weeks of the Ohio
Cenferesce regular

wUliq to stand alone
~it ia certainly
el t,be realm of poasifor Eastern to upset
1'oth, Jacksonville
ad Samford to throw a
WJ
ia the conference

Putting OVC plans
on hold for now·
•Eastern get,s &reak in

Nikki Fowler and Leanne Kreps.
"Both (Nikki and Leanne) setten are doina
a better job," Winke1er said -rhey're ptting
By llchlll -.rt
the offense the ball in good position and we're
taking advantage of that...
SPORTS REPORTER
Both F.astem setters produced double dilit
The quest for an Ohio Valley Conference assists apinst Tunnessee State. Kreps, a
tournament spot will be placed on hold fresbmm from Forsyth, led the way with 23,
momentarily as F.astern travels to the Alumni wbUe Fowler, a aopholncn from SUilivan,
Gym on the campus of Loyola University for chimed in with 13 aasism.
a non-conference showdown with the
It's imporlmlt the Pmthers are pJaPJa
Ramblers.
111'8U8hly their best voUeybal1 ~ the - .
The Panthers will enter the contest winners. because Loyola is one of the better tlelllll the
of two of their last three matches. Eastern Panthers have faced. The Ramblerll have wm
sandwiched a losa to Southeast Mmouri their last six matches and have a 14-13 NCmd
Thursday, between wins aptnst 'Jftt-essee
includinl ID 8-3 spot in the Hori111Jn I...-.
Martin (1005) and a road vicbJry in Nashville While Loyola does have 13 io.es, mmy bate
apinst 'JenneSBee State Friday.
come apill8t 1Dp ac:bools inc1udinl Gecqla,
In the win versus 1\mne88ee State, F.astern Northwestern. Northern DlinDia and
put togel:lm its best hittinB percentage of the Mtuissippi BecalUle of their ability, the
98llSOll with a Nil clip. F.astern bead coach
Ramblers have earned the pnmeof Wlnkeler.
Brenda Wlnke1er credited the increased hlttinl ability to the play of Panlbers letb!ra SEE Hll . . . . . 11

C<Ynlertm£e schedule,

faces l.ngola

laphana•~ll111lii ............... ...
a . d . . . . . d . . . . . . . . . . nlllctl In

ANlmOct.M.

I

.......

the fact of the matter is

the

ty of Eaatern's

CIOldlinl ataff will not allow

itlfmlll. to fold the tents up

pm:k . , for next season.
will mt allow the atti-

tu.. ,

-Well, there's noth-

ina 18 •lllr for so it doesn't

mlllter anymore." He's simplJ bem in the business too
lOlll and built up way too
mmb ef a solid reputation to
Ii• • a season with so
mmy underclassmen continte learn from his teachiql.
,
se going to try and
WBl•rlut three 1ames and
........ effect the Ohio
Cenference race,"

vane,

SpmMid.

reeponses similar to
that, SMtern should feel like
ID opportunity at a
tne playoff atmosphere
Wore its eeuon comes to a
clme.
"Ou goal is to f"mish at
.slO and make it difficult on
erence leaders,"

....

..,..,ush this task,
. ..lllll:tlm'I will have to pull
three-game win-

llnU:.

MEI'S SOCCER: FINAL RECORD 5-12-2, 0-8-1

Panthers go out with a wimpe
• Seas<m ends with pair
of 1,oses to Bradley, IPFW
By Andnlw s.wn
STAFF WRITER

Tile Panthers finished out their
2003 season with two losses against
Bradley and the Indiana-Purdue
Fort Wayne Mastodons over the
weekeJ)d.
Tile Braves beat the Panthers 31 on Friday night. Tile Panthers
finished conference play without a
win, which is the first time the
Panthers have gone winless in conference since 1996. Eastern then
fell to the Mastodons 4-1 SlUlday
afternoon. With the loss, the
Panthers finished their season on a
nine-game losing streak.
On Friday night, the Panthers'
continued string of bad luck
against
Missouri
Valley
Conference opponents. Preston
Good gave Bradley the lead in the
13th minute with a header off a
corner kick. Then the Braves'
Chris Brown put in the game winner in the 28th minute.
The Braves had a two-man
advantage for nearly the entire
second half because of red cards
picked up by Pant:lm9 Jeff ptehl
and Patrick Thomas late in the first
half.
Tile Panthers only sc:ore came
on a penalty kick by Phil Clmuner,
which was his first p l and point
of his mlleliate career.
In the match, the iwa..""lbin- were
ouDbot ~14 (1().6 sbota GD goal
and lo-3 CDlllll' ldcb).
Sunday's mmch .._...off with
both temns battling fW control of'
the game. The score remained
scoreless until 2&.st, when sophomore defender Dave Brown gave
the Panthers their first and only
lead of the match. The score
remained 1-0 lDltil the Mastodons
broke through the Panther defense
with freshman midfielder Paul
Otachel's goal. Within two minutes
of Otachel's goal, they sc:ored again
with midfielder Derek Hibbard's
goal to make the score 2-1.
Midfielder Billy Foreman put
the MastodOD8 up ~1 just before
the half. Panthers' head coach
Adam Howarth said t1'at the three
pis in the 10-minute span was
what turned around the match in

apparent that no o
wanted to get up a
play today."
-r.t IClupl,)llllor nlldllldai

that,.. Krupa said.
For the most part of the
half, tbe Panthers played
Howarth said. Despite this,
were not able to put any .
the board. The Mastodons
out the match with a late
forward Ben Sprinpum to
the final score 4-1.
Howarth believes that the
pJayed well in aome parts in
match.
"We had a good start with
goal and played well in the
half" Howarth said.
At the same time, he was
pleMed with his team's perti

ance.
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8eNor' mlclllldllt a.cl~ fttld8 wlll'I FFW aophamm9 .,..._
•'lhMw P..-. 8undlly aftllmoon at~ .......

the Mastodons favor.
With the score 3-1 early in the
second half, the Panthers were
awarded a penalty kick. Brown
. . not able tb mpltalllJe . . the
kick as goalkeeper Peter Hachaj
made an impressive diviDIJ save.

Panther midfielder Kurt Kruoa
saw this as being the turning point
in the match.
"lmtelld of beiq a two .-I
deftcit. it
have been just a
one goal deficit. We lost some of
the hope of coming back after

'"We lff8 up tine poor
10 llllllbtes and we did not
advantage of our opportuni •
the match" Howarth said.
Krupa said after the match,
team did not come out to play.
"We have 1'een stnJgling
and it was apparent that no
Wflllted to get up and play
Krupa said. "'Ibe Mastodons
out more organi7.ed to win.
were always one step early
we were always me step late."
Despite thil llellOll'S disap
ing ending, Krupa still bu
hopes for the team next year.
'"We have a great group
young guys and hopefully we
get better next year," Krupa
After the match, How
descn"bed the Panthers season
tale of two halves.
"In the ftrst half of the
we bad confidence 8DCI p
well,.. Howarth IBid. "We
look at ourselves first and
things around here."

